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ABSTRACT 
Key words: Fluid Flow, Hydraulics, Open Channel, Water Flow~ Channels, 
Saint-Venant Equations, Varied Flow, Unsteady 
The unsteady, one-dimensional Saint-Venant equations are solved by 
an implicit finite difference scheme to handle general channel and river 
flows. The initial conditions for the unsteady flow are provided by 
solving the steady'varied flow equation for the specified boundary conditions. 
The solution for the unsteady flow allows any of eight separate boundary 
conditions to be specified which are composed of combinations of specifying 
the depth or discharge as functions of time at either the upstream or 
downstream ends, with the stage-discharge relation or constant depth 
and flow rate specified at the other end. Typical solutions showing the 
spatial and time dependency of such flow characteristics as flow rate, 
depth and velocity are given for example problems, which in~lude lateral 
inflow, and channels whose geometry, slope, and Manning's n vary with 
respective to distance along the ~hannel, 
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SIMULATION OF STEADY AND UNSTEADY FLOWS 
IN CHANNELS AND RIVERS 
by Roland W. Jeppson 
INTRODUCTION 
This report describes a computer program which is based on the one-
dimensional open-channel flow principles widely used in engineering practice 
(Chow, 1959 or Henderson, 1966). The model predicts the steady state or 
transient flow characteristics from information giving the channel geometry 
and a measure of the flow resistance through values of the Gauckler-Manning II 
n. Using hydraulic terminology, the flow conditions are determined by solving 
the appropriate equations for steady and unsteady free surface flow allowing 
for lateral inflow or outflow if accretions or diversion occur in the river. 
The geometric and hydraulic properties of the channel are allowed to vary 
with the position along the channel. If steady state flow occurs the ordinary 
differential eqution for varied flow is solved, and if the flow is unsteady 
the Saint-Venant equations are solved. 
Many well known principles of open channel flow are included herein 
since this report is intended for mathematically trained individual and 
not just hydraulic engineers. 
~I The name Gauckler-Manning is recommended by Williams 1970, instead of 
just Manning. 
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Readers with backgrounds in open channel flow will find it to their 
advantage to skip, or at most scan those sections dealing with theory of 
open channel flow, development of the gradually varied flow equation and 
the Saint-Venant equations. 
The computer program has been written under the assumption that at 
selected sections along the channel or river the geometric and hydraulic 
properties will be given. Consequently as input, the program requires 
the upstream or downstream flow rate, and for unsteady flow the depth as 
a function of time at one of these boundaries, as well as the following at 
each of several designated sections: (1) the geometry, (2) the slope of 
the channel bottom, (3) values for Gauckler-Manning nand (4) accretions 
or losses between these sections. The variables at sections along the 
channel will be denoted by a subscript i = 1,2, .. ,n. Two options are 
available to specify the geometry at each section. The first assumes 
a trapezoidal shape (of which rectangular and triangular are special case), 
and the second allows for any arbitar) section. Use of the trapezoidal 
shape is generally easier requiring only that the following be given at 
each section as defined in Fig. 1: (a) th~ bottom width b. and, (b) the 
1 
slope of the channel side m .. If the option of the arbitary section is 
1 
used it is necessary that each of the following be given at each section 
for a number of specified depths, denoted by a j subscript, at that section 
(See Fig. 2): (a) the cross-sectional area A .. , (b) the wetted perimeter 
1J 
P .. ,(c) the top width, T ... 
1J 1J 
Fig. 1. Trapezoidal channel section. 
Area -- A. = (b.+m. y.)y.; 
Fig. 2. Arbitary channel section. 
. 1 1 ~ 1 1 Top wldth -- T. = b.+ 2m.y.; 
. 1 111 Wetted Perlmeter --
P. = b. + 2y./m. 2 +1 
1 1 1 1 
Additional input specifies the total length of channel, and how many 
sections this length should be divided into at which the depth and other 
computed values will be given. When these latter sections do not coincide 
with the sections at which the input is given, which would generally be 
the situation, then data of eacl: three consecutive input sections 
are fit by a second degree polymomial by means of Lagrange formula 
and intermediated values interpolated, or extroplatedat the ends if 
necessary. If unsteady (or transient) flow is to be simulated then 
the time dependent depth, or flow rate, at either the upstream or 
downstream end of the channel must be specified. 
The computer solution provides the following at each output section, 
some of which are computed by interpolation of the input data, and some 
of which are computed by numerically solving the differential equations 
. describing open channel flow: (1) the distance or x-coordinate. 
(2) the discharge, (3) the geometry of the channel (If a trapezoidal 
channel is specified, this data includes, the bottom width, the slope 
of the channel side and the slope of the channel bottom~ If a arbitary section 
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is specified, this data includes the area, the wetted perimeter and the 
top width for several depth increments), (4).Values of the Gauckler-
Manning coefficient, (5) the slope of the channel bottom, (6) the critical 
depth, (7) the critical slope, (8) the normal depth, (9) the varied flow 
depth from the specified boundary condition, (10) the area corresponding 
to the depth of #9, (11) the wetted perimeter corresponding to #9, (12) 
the top width corresponding to #9, (13) the depth for each of the time 
steps specified if a transient situation is called for, as well as 
#10 thru #13 corresponding to each of these depths. Each of these items 
will be discussed fully in the following sections. 
Fundamentals of Open Channel Flow 
Definitions 
Before describing the solution method, some terminology used in 
connection with open channel flow will be defined. Some of these terms 
were used in the introduction without defining them. 
1. Steady flow exists when none of tiLe variables describing the flow 
such as the depth y, the velocity V or the flow rate Q are functions of 
time. Steady flow is expressed mathematically as dY/dt = 0) dV/dt = 0, 
dQ/dt = 0, etc. 
2. Unsteady or transient flow occurs if flow conditions at any section 
along the channel change with time. Mathematically unsteady flow exists 
if dY/dt ~ 0, av/at ~ ° or dQ/dt ~ 0, etc. 
3. Uniform flow exists when none of the variables describing the flow 
vary with position along the channel. If x is the coordinate along the 
channel,uniform flow is described mathematically as ay/ox = ° dV/dX = 0, 
dQ/dX = 0, etc. 
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4. Gradually varied flow occurs if conditions do change with position 
along the channel, but these changes are small enough that the one-
dimensional equations of open channel flow are valid for practical 
applications. Flow over dam spillways, weir, etc., are rapidly varied. 
For such problems the flows must be considered two (or even three) dimen-
sional, i.e. the dependent variables of the flow are functions of x and y 
(or even x, y and z) as well as possibly time. Mathematically, varied 
flow exists if dY/dX ~ 0, dV/dX ~ 0, but the flow rate Q is constant with x. 
5. Spatially varied flow is a varied flow for which lateral inflow or 
outflow occurs. Mathematically dQ/dX = q ~ 0 
Combinations of the above flows: such as steady-uniform, unsteady-
varied are used to completely define a flow in open channels. 
6. Laminar or turbulent flow are distinguished on the basis of a 
dimensionless parameter called Reynolds number, representing the ratio 
of inertia to viscous forces acting within the flow. The Reynolds Number 
is 
R 
e 
V(A/P) 
V 
(1) 
in which V is the average velocity, A is the cross sectional area, P is the 
wetted perimeter, and V is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. When 
R is less than 500 the flow is laminar, otherwise the flow is turbulent. 
e 
Laminar flows are rare in open channels, existing only as sheet flow over 
highways or land surfaces, where depths and velocities are small. 
7. Subcritical, Critical or Supercritical flow is an additional classi-
fication depending respectively upon whether the average velocity of 
the flow is less than, equal to, or greater than the propagation speed 
and 
v 
g 
dV 
dX 
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+ fl. - S + Sf + Fq dX 0 
1 
g 
dV 
dt • • • • • • • (15) 
(motion) 
in which q = :~ (steady)is the lateral inflow (positive) and should not 
be confused with dQ/dX in subsequent equations. F accounts for the q 
momemtum flux per unit mass for lateral inflow or outflow. Reasonable 
values to give Fare: q 
F 
q 
o (for bulk lateral outflow since each pound of such 
outflow carries with it the same momemtum as each 
pound remaining in the flow.) 
F ~A (for seepage outflow since seepage outflow removes 
q g water from the channel bottom with zero velocity.) 
V-u F = __ q 
q gA 
q+~ 
A 
dA I 
dX y,t (for lateral inflow in which U 
is the velocity component of ~he 
inflow in the direction of the channel 
and Z is the depth from the water 
surface to the centroid of the area.) 
The second form of the Saint-Venant equations considers the depth 
y and the flow rate Q, instead of the velocity V as the primary dependent 
variables. These equations can he obtained from Eqs. 14 and 15 by 
noting that Q = VA and are: 
.£Sl _ q + dA = 0 
dX Qt . . . . . . . . . • . . . . (16) 
(continuity) 
and 
2 
2Q dQ + (1 _ F 2)~ - ~3 
gA2 ax r QX gA 
+~N = 0 gA dt . . (17) 
in which all terms are as defined previously. (In obtaining Eq. 17 the 
3A/3t has been eliminated by substituting from Eq. 16.) 
The second form, Eqs. ~6 and 17, of the Saint-Venant equations has 
been selected for use herein, primarily because these equations reduce 
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more directly to the equations most frequently used to solve the problem 
of steady-spatially varied flow. 
The Saint-Venant Eqs. (14 and 15) or (16 and 17) describe unsteady-
spatially varied flow in a channel whose hydraulic and geometric 
properties vary with x. These equations simplify for less general 
applications. If the channel's geometry does not depend on x then 
dAldXI becomes zero, and if no lateral outflow occurs, both q the F , y,t q 
become zero. These simplifications might be considered special cases of 
the more general problem in which these terms are simply equated to zero, 
but the solution uses the same technique as for the general problem. 
However, if the flow is steady, the continuity equation simplifies to an 
algebraic equation and the equation of motion simplifies to an ordinary 
differential equation. To accomplish this simplification note that for 
unsteady flows Q and yare functions of x and t, but for steady flows 
these dependent variables are only functions of x. Consequently all 
derivatives with respect to time t ar~ identically zero (this is the 
definition of steady flow). The partial derivatives of x become total 
derivatives and therefore for steady flow Eq. 16 becomes, 
Q = Q + qx . . • 
o 
in which Q is the flow rate in the channel where x = o. 
o 
• • • • • . • (18) 
The equation of motion, Eq. 17, for steady flow (i. e. when aQ/St = 0 ) 
becomes. 
2 
of Sf = So - (1 - F/) *J+ ~A3 ¥~~w orm ------- -., 
gradually varied flow 
in prismatic channels-'---
gradually varied flow in 
non-prismatic chiinnels----
aAI ~ ax y - gA2 - Fq ......... (19) 
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The arrows accompanied by the descriptions below Eq. 19 show how by 
deleting terms the single equation defines different types of steady 
open channel flows. 
223 Since the Froude number squared, Fr = Q T/(gA ) and since 
q = aQ/ ax for steady flow, Eq. 19 is identical to Eq. 12 which defines 
the friction slope as the negative of the slope of the energy line. 
The only exception is the term F in Eq. 19, which accounts for the q 
possibility that the lateral inflow may possess more (or less) energy 
per pound (or per Newton) in the x-direction than the 
fluid in the main channel. However, in developing Eq. 12 it was assumed 
that all fluid contained equal energy per pound (or per Newton). 
Simplification of Eq. 19 for special cases is accomplished by 
dropping terms. If no lateral inflow occurs the last two terms containing 
q and Fq vanish. If in addition, the cross-section of the channel is 
unvarying with x, the third from the last term Q2/ egA3) (qA/ax) Iy 
becomes zero. Finally if the flow is uniform, Sf = So. 
For convenience in solution, Eq. 19 is rewritten so that dy/dx 
stands by itself on the left of the equal sign, or 
~ 
dx 
s - S +.i.2 aA I y - Qgq 2 - F 
o f gA aX gx q 
• • . • • • • . • (20) 
1 - F 2 
r 
For a trapezoidal channel aA/dxt can be evaluated as, y 
aAI _ db + 2 dm 
ax - y dx Y dx 
y 
and for a general shaped channel must be evaluated by determing the 
change in cross-sectional area at adjacent sections with the depth constant. 
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Written in the form of Eq. 20, x is assumed to be the independent 
variable and y the dependent variable. In this form the depths at 
specified intervals of x are desired. If the positions (i.e. x's) 
are desired where specified depths will occur, then x becomes the dependent 
variable and y the independent variable. For such applications the 
reciprocal of Eq. 20 is the appropriate differential equation. This 
latter form of the differential equation is more readily solved, 
particularly if the channel is prismatic, because the right side of the 
equation depends only on y. Upon separating variables the solution can 
be obtained by a simple intergration, arbeit numerical for the general 
problem. Even for non-prismatic channels the latter form is better 
adapted for numerical solution, under most circumstances, since the 
magnitude of the right side of the equation is more heavily influenced 
by y than x. Despite these advantages in considering y the independent 
variable, the requirements of this project dictate that y be considered 
the independent variable. 
Since Eq. 20 is a first order ordinary differential equation with 
the flow rate in it defined by the algebraic Eq. 18, instead of a pair 
of simultaneous partial differential equations, as is the case with the 
general Saint-Venant equations,solutions to steady flow are much easier to 
obtain than solutions to unsteady flows. However, since A is a non linear 
function of y in general, and Q, q and S may be arbitary functions of 
o 
x, no closed form solution to even Eq. 20 can be obtained. Its solution 
must therefore be obtained by num'erical methods such as described below. 
Obviously, the general Saint-Venant equations must also be solved by 
numerical methods. The method used to solve the steady spatially 
varied flow Eq. 20 will be discussed in the next section. Thereafter 
the method of solution of the general Saint-Venant equations will be 
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described. 
SOLUTION TO STEADY-STATE FLOWS 
Text books dealing with open channel hydraulics generally present tabular 
techniques, designed for hand computations, for solving gradually varied 
flow problems. These techniques consist of relatively crude numerical 
solutions of the ordinary differential equation. While a computer solution 
could easily use these techniques, a better alternative is to take advantage 
of the considerable work by numerical analysts that has gone into numerically 
solving general ordinary differential equations. Use of this alternative 
allows the computer program designed to solve a problem of steady varied flow 
to simply call upon general purpose algorithms that are available on 
most computing systems such as the IBM scientific package or the UNIVAC 
Math-Stat pack. Initially such subroutines from the UNIVAC Math-Stat pack 
were used. In order to make the computer program self contained, and 
capable of execution on any systelfi, as well as to increase the computation 
efficiency that can be achieved with a special purpose algorithm over the 
general purpose algorithm, the numerical solution algorithm was incorporated 
into the computer program. Two versions of the subroutine to carry out this 
numerical solution were developed. The first uses the Euler Method to 
begin the solution and the Hamming Method (see for example Carnaham, 
Luther and Wilkes, 1969) to continue the solution. The other version 
uses the Euler Method to continue as well as begin the solution, and results 
in a shorter computer program. Even though the Euler method provides a 
lower order approximation of the derivative its use to continue the 
solution is justified considering the accuracy with which the geometry, 
bottom slope, roughness parameter, and etc. are generally determined. 
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For the sake of completeness, brief descriptions of the Euler and Hamming methods 
are given. 
Euler Method 
The Euler method is a self-starting predictor-corrector technique. 
The first prediction (the first approximation at step ~x beyond where the 
dependent variable y is known) to Yi+l is given by, 
yeo) = y + 6x ~ 
i+l i dx . . . . . . . • • . (21) 
Subsequent predictions may be based on a second order difference equation, 
(0) ~ 
y i + 1 = Y i -1 + 2 6 x dx i • . . • • . (22) 
After the prediction is completed, the value Yi+l is corrected by the 
trapezoidal formula, 
(n+l) 
Yi+l 
~x [ d y (n) d v ] y + __ I -=..LI i 2 dx _ + dx I_ 1+1 1 ............ (23) 
Equation 23, referred to an the Euler corrector, is iteratively applied 
until the change between consecutive iterations becomes less than a 
selected small quantity. In Eqs. 21 thru 23 the value of dy/dx is determined 
from Eq. 20 with x and y evaluated at the section indicated by the subscripts. 
Hamming Method 
The Hamming Method is a stable form of Milne's predictor-corrector 
method. It consists of first applying a predictor, then a modifier, before 
applying a corrector, which is customarily applied only once at each interval, 
but which might be iteratively applied, and following the corrector by a 
final value equation. These equations are: 
Predictor: 
(0) 
Yi+l 
• 
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Modifier: 
Corrector: 
yili =%[9 Yi -Yi_2+ HX [*U-11i+l +2*li -*Ii-J} (26) 
j = 2,3 .. n, but generally j equal only 2 
Final value: 
~ (0) (n) ) 
Yi+l Yi 121 Yi +l - Yi +l 
To obtain the first value of the modifier, i.e. Y4 (1), the Hamming Method 
estimates 
= 242 {Y _ Y _ 3~x [iY I + 3 iY,' + 3 iY I + iYl J}. 27 3 0 8 dx 3 dx 2 dx 1 dx 0 (28) 
The method changes the step size according to: I (0) (n) I If Yi - Yi < a1 
The interval size is doubled before proceeding to the next steps, or if 
I (0) (n)1 Yi - Yi >a 2 , the interval size is halved, and Yi is recomputed. 
Because the output in the program has been specified at given intervals, 
no allowance has been built into the algorithm for changing step sizes. 
Characteristics of solution 
It is necessary to apply the numerical method described above 
judiciously based on an understanding of water surface profiles that can 
exist, or the solution will bear little or no resemblance to the actual 
flow depths and velocities. For instance, should a solution start at 
a free overfall and proceed upstream with the boundary condition for Y 
specifying a value less than the critical depth the solution would indicate 
a decreasing depth as one moved upstream instead of the increasing depth 
which does occur. The solution would be attempting to define the 
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so-called M3 water surface profile instead of the M2 water surface profile. 
Actually for all situations except when the slope of the channel bottom 
is just right to produce critical depth, three possible water surface 
profiles exist and some preliminary analysis of the total flow situation 
is needed to determine which of the three possibilities will in fact 
occur under given conditions. Furthermore, Eq. 20 becomes singular at 
critical depth. At critical depth the Froude number equals I and the 
denominater of Eq. 20 becomes zero. Obviously no numerical technique 
can adequately cope with an infinite derivative even if the computer, 
someway, could perform a division by zero to produce infinity. Actually 
as the water surface approaches critical depth, the change in the depth 
of flow becomes too rapid for the one-dimensional flow equation to be 
valid. Consequently, Eq. 20 is only valid for flow depths a small 
amount above and below critical depth. Also the water surface, according 
to Eq. 20, only asymptotically approaches the normal depth since the 
numerator of Eq. 20 becomes zero. Therefore, boundary conditionson y cannot 
be equal to the normal depths but must be slightly greater or less than the 
normal depth. 
Gradually varied flow problem 
A description of the subject of water surface profiles is given to 
provide additional understanding of the general nature of valid solutions 
for known flow conditions. For purposes of this description the three last 
terms in the numerator of Eq. 20 will be deleted giving the differential 
equation for gradually varied flow in a prismatic channel without lateral 
inflow 
~ 
dx 
So - Sf 
I - F 2 
r 
• • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (29) 
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The general conclusions regarding shapes of water surface profiles 
obtained from Eq. 29 will be valid only in-as-far as So - Sf dominates 
the numerator of Eq. 20, but none-the-less are instructive regarding open 
channel flows. 
Whether a gradually varied flow increases or decreases in depth 
in the downstream direction depends upon whether the numerator and demonina-
tor of Eq. 29 have like or opposite signs. Like signs result in 
increasing depths and opposite signs in decreasing depth in the downstream 
direction. A letter with a subscript is used to identify each possible 
type of gradually varied profile. The letter will denote whether the 
channel will cause supercritical, critical, or subcritical flow under 
uniform flow conditions, according to: 
S (for steep) will produce supercritical uniform flow. 
C (for critical) will produce critical uniform flow. 
M (for mild) will produce subcritical uniform flow. 
H (for horizontal) the channel bottom slope equal zero. 
A (for adverse) the channel bottom slope is negative, or upward in the 
direction of flow. 
The subscript will be 1, 2, or 3 depending respectively upon whether the 
actual depth is above both the normal and critical depths, between the 
normal and critical depths, or below both the normal and critical depths. 
With this notation a water surface above the normal depth in a mild 
channel is called an M1 - profile, and a water surface in a steep channel 
below the critical depth but above the normal depth is called an S2 - profile. 
The signs of the numerator and denominator of Eq. 29 are determined 
by observing that: (1) whenever the depth is greater than the normal 
depth the numerator is positive since the friction slope Sf is less than 
the slope of the channel bottom S , and whenever the depth is less than the 
o 
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normal depth the numerator is negative, and (2) whenever the depth is 
greater than the critical depth the denominator is positive because the 
Froude Number is less than 1, and whenever the depth is less than the 
critical depth the denominator is negative because the Froude Number is 
greater than 1. Take an Ml - profile for example. Both numerator and 
denominator are positive,~nd therefore the water surface increases. 
Figure 3 shows the generally shape of all the water surface profiles. 
The flow can change from an M3 to an Ml (or an 52 to an 51) profiles 
through a hydraulic jump. A hydraulic jump will occur under appropriate 
conditions provided the depths from the M3 and Ml (or 52 and 51) 
profiles equals the 'conjugate depths" Yl and Y2 in the hydraulic jump 
equation, 
Q2 Q2 1 
+ Al Zl gAl 
2 
gA 
2 
+ A2 Z2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (30) 
in which Z is the depth from the water surface to the centroid of the 
cross-section. 
The water surface profiles given by Eq. 20 may deviate from those on 
Figure 3 depending upon the magnitude of the terms dropped in obtaining 
Eq. 29. For spatially varied flow, or flow in a non·prismatic channel both 
the normal and critical depths vary with x. A water surface can only go 
from an M3 ( or 52) profile which is below critical depth to an Ml (or 51) 
profile through a hydraulic jump. From this discussion it should be clear 
to the reader that the solution to Eq. 20 requires that the general type of 
flow conditions be specified. Fortunately with only rare exceptions, 
is flow in natural streams and river supercritical. Only in man made 
channels with linings do supercritical flows occur. Consequently for natural 
streams and channels only Ml and M2 profiles need be considered, and 
possibly M3 profiles in short reaches below man made structures. 
Slope of 
Channel 
Bottom 
~1ild 
Steep 
Horizontal 
Critical 
Adverse 
(or negative 
slope) 
Profile 
Designation 
Ml 
M2 
M3 
Sl 
S2 
83 
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Sign Associated 
with Eq. 36.2 
dy/dx + + = - = + 
-dy/dx = - = -
+ 
dy/dx = =- = + 
dy/dx + + = - = + 
dy/dx + = - = -
-
dy/dx = =- = + 
dy/dx = i = -
~"'7 I ~ v = -=- = + 
-J 1- ... • 
dy/aA = ± = + 
+ 
dy/dx = :- = + 
dy/dx = i = -
dy/dx = =- = + 
Fig. 3. Gradually varied flow profiles. 
M 1 _---------
-- ----... ~- f ~ > > >~~:~. ~O 
y 
c 
II I I"'" ,. 
----
----
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SOLUTION OF THE SAINT-VENANT EQUATIONS 
Methods for Solution 
There are obviously many more difficulties, and considerations in 
numerically solving the Saint-Venant' equations, than solving the steady 
varied flow equation, The Saint-Venant equations can have discontinuous 
solutions, even when initial and boundary conditions are continuous and 
smooth. Only the integral form of these equations, which is not given 
here, will provide solutions to such discontinuities. In the differential 
form these discontinuities must be allowed for by the hydraulic jump 
equation providing connective values. In real channel flows these 
discontinuities are spontaneous formations of such phenomena as hydraulic 
bores, or standing waves. An extreme amount of computer logic would be 
required to adequately test and allow for all of the possibilities even 
though much is know about the subject, and consequently all these 
possibilities could be incorporated as logic into routines for handling 
the many possibilities. This has not ~een done, however, in the present 
program which does not allow for any discontinuities in the water surface. 
Consequently, the program will only handle unsteady situations in which 
the water surface at a boundary is falling, or rising slowly enough so 
that spontaneous formation of hydraulic bores or standing waves do not 
occur. This limitation does little in restricting the use of the 
program to real ~treams and channels, however, since the formation of 
such discontinuities occurs very infrequently. Exceptions will be observed 
when the stream or channel discharges directly in the ocean or an esturary 
subjected to tidal action. 
Discussions of methods for solving the Saint-Venant equations are 
given by Stoker, 1957, Liggett and Woolhiser, 1967 and Strelkoff, 1970. 
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The Saint-Venant equations are hyperbolic, which means they have real and 
distinct characteristics. This places them in the catagory of the wave 
equation. For mathematically well posed hyperbolic equations, initial 
conditions on both the magnitude and the derivative of the dependent 
variable, or variables are needed as well as possibly boundary conditions 
depending upon whether the problem is considered finite or infinite in 
length. Numerical solutions to the Saint-Venant equations,as discussed by 
Strelkoff, 1970,generally fall into one of the following categories: 
(1) Utilization of the characteristics to change the equations to ordinary 
differential equations along the characteristic lines (2) Explicit finite-
differencing of characteristic equations on a rectangular network in the 
x-t plane. (3) Direct, explicit finite-differencing of the Saint-Venant 
equations of continuity and motion in a rectangular network, and (4) Direct, 
implicit finite-differencing of the equations in a rectangular network. 
As more and more solutions to the Saint-Venant equations appear in 
the literature it will be easier to determine which of the above categories 
provides the best suited approach to solve a specific application. It 
is the writer's opinion that catagory 1 or 2 are generally best, but 
herein utilization of characteristics has a distinct disadvantage, since 
the characteristics are not straight lines, they do not provide values 
directly at the designated stations at a given time. Use of explicit 
finite differencing of catagory 3 are restricted to small time steps 
(8t~bx (IVI + c» on the basis of stability considerations. Gene~ally 
this severely restricts the size of the time step. In consideration of these 
limitations, the implicit method listed as (4) above has been selected to 
solve the Saint-Venant equations. Its implementation is based on the 
stability criteria described by Strelkoff, 1970. 
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Methods of Differencing 
The implicit method of solving the Saint-Venant equations will be 
explained in reference to the rectangular grid network in the x-t plane 
shown in Figure 4. The vertical grid lines, spaced at intervals on x, 
represent the sections along the channel where the, depth, velocity, flow 
rate, etc. are to be given for each time step. The horizontal lines, 
spaced at intervals of ~t, represent the different times for which the 
solution results are to be given. The finite difference solution 
discretizes the continuous variables Q, V, y, etc. of the problem to values 
at the. points of intersection of the horizontal and vertical grid lines. 
The word implicit implies that to advance the difference solution through 
a time step it is necessary to solve implicit equations (in this case a 
system of linear equations) simultaneously. These equations are obtained 
by replacing the derivatives in the Saint-Venant equations by differences. 
The space derivatives are replaced by second order central differences, 
centered at the grid point, i.e. on t: 3 appropriate vertical line and on 
·+1 
the time line t J • The time derivative is based on a backward first 
order difference. Furthermore to obtain a system of linear algebraic 
equations, the coefficients of the derivative are evaluated on the time 
. ·+1 
line t J • If these coefficients were evaluated on the time line t J the 
resulting difference equations would be nonlinear, and it would then be 
necessary to solve this nonlinear system by some iterative technique 
like the Newton Method. Evaluating the coefficients on the t j time line 
does reduce the accuracy of the solution, but if does not make the method 
unstable for larger time steps ~~ as occurs in explicit methods. However, 
as Strelkoff, 1970, points out stability consideration dictate that the 
friction slope Sf be taken on the t j +l time line. 
t 
t j +l 
t
j 
j-l 
t 
t
3 
t 2 
t
l 
~~ 
t ~t ~ 
Xl x2 x3 x4 Xs 
..\ L \ 
X i _ l xi X i +l 
Fig. 4. Finite difference grid network in the x-t plane. 
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If K is defined by 
1.49 A5/ 3 K = --:--
n p2/3 
(30) 
then Eq. 13 can be written 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (31) 
The first terms of a Taylor series of Eq. 31 gives, 
(S ) j+ 1 j + dS f 
j (Q~+l Q~) + aSf~ aK Ij ( j+l - y~). ~ (Sf)i . . . (32) f , -- 1 1 aK, ay . Yi 1 1 aQ i Ii 1 
in which the derivatives in Eq. 32 are: 
. . . (33) 
2S f K • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
aK K (5T _ 2A ap 
ay = A 3 3P ay 
Use of the above described scheme to difference the flow rate form of 
• • (34) 
• (35) 
the Saint-Venant Eqs. 16 and 17 gives the following equations after some 
algebraic manipulation: 
'+1 ~x T~ '+1 
- 5QJ + 1 y~ 
. i-I ~t 1 
and 
T(c2_V2) j V~ Qj+l 
26x i - 1 i-I 7iX 
+ 5 Qj+l 
. i+l 
~x T~ , j+l 
1 Y~ + q, ••••••• (36) 
-/ir-
t
- 1 1 
[ 5T 2A P i ·+1 - 2g S (- - - -) Y~ f 3 3P Y i 1 
j j 
+[fl! + 2g (ASf)Jj Q~+l + [T (c2 _ V
2)] . j+l + Vi Qj+l 
2 !J.x 1 Yi +l i+l Q . 1 X 
1 
j r • 
= Qi + tv2 ~! I J J 
~t y,t , 
1 
+ g{A [(SO - Fj,j+l) + Sf] - 2S (5T _ 2A ap).j yJ
1
:} 
qi f 3 3P ay i 
+ (Vq)~ ........... . 
1 
. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . (37) 
in which Fj,j+l is computed according to the equations below Eq. 15 with 
qi 
V evaluated on the j-th time line, and q and U~ at the j+l time line. 
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Boundary Conditions 
At the boundaries i = 1 and i = n, difference equations must be obtained 
from boundary conditions which appropriately define the actual flow 
conditions at these ends. For instance, consider the problem in which the 
depth at the downstream boundary is varied as a function of time by 
raising or lowering a gate, and that we are concerned with solutions only 
up to the time when the depth first begins to drop at the upstream end. 
Then 11 and Ql do not vary with time (i.e. the boundary i 1 has a 
Di~ichletcondition y(O,t) = y(O,O) and Q(O,t) = Q(O,O). At the downstream 
boundary i = n, y(L,t) = Yb(t) (a known function of time), and the condition 
for Q(L,t) must satisfy the continuity equation. 
Q.q=q-T.aL dX at 
Using second order differences to evaluate a~/dX leads to, 
~ 
.5Q 2 -2Q 1 + 1.5Q = Ax(q-T~t)· . 
n- n- n a 
. . . . . • . . . (38) 
as the boundary difference operator for Q at i = n. 
Many other boundary conditions are possible. However, only the above 
conditions will be used to illustrate how a solution is obtained. Seven 
other combination of boundary conditions are incorporated into the computer 
program or described later, however. 
Solving difference equations 
When Eqs. 36 and 37 are written simultaneously for all grid points 
on any time line t j +l including the boundary points, if the variable is 
unknown on the boundary, a system of simultaneous equations results 
equal in number to the number of unknowns Q.j+l and y.j+l (i.e. generally 
1. 1. 
twice the number of grid points along any time line). A solution of this 
system advances the solution to the problem through one time step. After 
obtaining that solution, the j + 1 time line becomes the j - th time line 
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and the process is repeated. The initial conditions, Q(x,O) and 
y(x,O), are used to start the solution for the first time line above the 
axis (i.e. j = 2). These initial values for Q(x,O) and y(x,O) have 
been taken as the solution to the steady state problem as defined by Eq. 17. 
Using matrix notation the system of equations for any time line can 
be written as, 
AZ B •••••• (39) 
in which Z is the vector of unknowns y,j+l and Q,j+l, B is the vector 
1 1 
of knowns on the right of the equal signs of Eqs. 36, 3~ and 38, and A is 
'+1 '+1 
the matrix of the coefficients of yJ and QJ on the left of the equal sign 
:i.:u Eqs •. 36, 37 and 38. 
It would be possible to utilize a standard linear algebra algorithm 
which reside on most computing system to solve the system represented by 
Eq. 39. To do this would result in very inefficient use of computer 
storage, and require many more computations than are actually necessary, 
because of the special character 'of tl,p coefficient matrix A. In Figure 5, 
Eq. 39 is shown containing its individual elements. The system of equations 
represented in Figure 5 has been obtained by writing Eq. 37 first and then 
Eq. 36 at each grid point from i = 2,3 •• n-l. The individual elements 
of the coefficient matrix are given by a subscript to denote whether they 
are a coefficient of y or Q, and a superscript according to the equation 
number to denote they are different numerical values. All non-zero 
elements of the coefficient matrix are on the diagonal, two position in 
front of the diagonal and a maximum of three positions beyond the diagonal. 
The only exception to this is the final row which has three non zero 
elements in front of the diagonal. By Gaussian elimination the third 
element of this last row can be made equal to zero. The solution to the 
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rAI Al Al Al r " r b l 1 I Y2 Q2 Y3 Q3 ! Y2 " Y2 I 
I A2 A2 A2 A2 Q2 I b2 Y2 Q2 Y3 Q3 I Q2 
A3 A3 A3 A3 A3 A3 Y3 
I b3 
Y2 Q2 Y3 Q3 Y4 Q4 Y3 
0 A4 A4 0 0 A4 Q3 b
4 
Q2 Y3 Q4 
Q4 i 
I 
I 
I 
A2i- 3 A2i~.3 A2i .... J Af i - 3 A2i-3 A2i-3 Yi 1= 
b2i- 3 
Yi - l Q. I y. Qi Yi +l Qi+l Yi 1- 1 
I 
0 A2i- 2 A2i- 2 0 0 A2i- 2 Qi b
2i
-
2 
Q. I y. Qi+l Qi 1- 1 
A2n ..... 5 A2n~S A2n--5 A2n'!"'S A2n~5 y b2n- 5 
Yn- 2 Qn-2 Yn- l Qn-l Qn n-l Yn- 1 
0 A2n- 4 2n-4 0 A2n-4 Qn- b2n- 4 Qn-2 A Qn Qn-l y n .... l 
2n-3 2n-3 Q
n 
b2n- 3 A 0 A Qn-2 ~-l 
Fig. 5. Elements of matrix equation 39. 
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system is thereafter readily accomplished by two passes through each 
row to eliminate first the second and then the first elements before the 
diagonal followed by back substitution in obtaining the values of the 
unknowns Yi and Qi' Also storage requirements for matrix A are only 
(2n-3) x6 instead of (2n-3)x (2n-3) if standard linear algebra subroutine 
were to be used. 
To illustrate the algebra required for a solution, the elements of 
the coefficient matrix A will be denoted by a double subscript and the 
superscript denoting the row. The first subscript ~ will denote the row 
and the second subscript the element along that row so that the diagonal 
element on each row has a value of 3 for the second subscript. The 
elements of the Z and B vectors will be distinguished by a single 
subscript for the row. Then the matrix A and vectors Z and B are given by, 
a ~j , ~= 1, 2, 3 . . 2n-3, and j = 1, 2 • • • 6 
and 
z ~' ~ = 1, 2 • • 2n-3 
b ~ , ~ = 1, 2 • • 2n-3 . . . • . . . • • . . • (40) 
After elimination of the third non-zero element in front of the diagonal 
in the final row as described above the solution procedes using the 
following algorithm to reduce the matrix to upper triangular. 
for k 1 and 2 
c .Q.k a.Q,k. / a ~_ 1, r 
a , 
~J 
b~ 
a ,- c k a 1 '+1 ~J .£ ~- ,J 
b ~ - c.ilk b ~- 1 for ~ = 4 - k, 4 - k + 1, . . . , 
2n - 3 and j k + 1, k + 2, • 
(4, if R"is odd or 5 if ~ is even) 
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Thereafter, the solution is obtained by back substitution, or 
b /a 2n-3 2n-3,3 
z = (b - z a ) / a 2n-4 . 2n-4 2n-3 2n-4,4 2n-4,4 
for 
m 2n-5, 2n-7, 2n-9, .•. , 2 
z (b - z +1 a 4 - z +2 a 5) / a 3 m m m m, m m, m, 
The elements of the solution vector z are the values of the flow rate Q 
m 
whenever the subscript m is even (with the exception that z2n-3 = Qn)' and 
whenever this subscript is odd, that element represents the depth y. 
The details of the solution procedure, as described above, applies only 
for the boundary conditions given, i.e. both Q and y at the upstream end 
invariant with time and y specif:nd as a function of time at the downstream 
end. 
Combination of boundary conditions accommodated 
Other boundary conditions may consist of specifying the discharge at 
either the upstream or downstream ends of the reach of channel being 
considered, or the depth at the upstream end of the channel. When either 
, 
the discharge or the d~pth is specified at either the upstream or 
downstream end of the channel the other variable must be determined to 
satisfy the conditions of the problem. Furthermore, conditions must be 
applied to the other end of the channel. These conditions should be 
formulated to define mathematically what is most likely to occur in the 
real stream. To build all such possible boundary conditions into a 
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single computer program would be prohibitive. However, it is possible 
to build those conditions into a program which describes quite adequately 
the more common situations. Two separate versions of the subroutines 
which carries out the computation for solving unsteady flow have been 
written; each of which allows for 8 possible boundary conditions. The 
one version allows for the following eight combination of boundary 
conditions: 
1. The depth at the downstream end is specified as a function of 
time but the flowrate at this end is unknown. The depth and flowrate 
at the upstream end do not change with time. 
2. The depth at the downstream end is specified as a funciton of 
time but the flowrate at this end is unknown. The stage-discharge relation-
ship is specified by input data at the upstream end. 
3. The depth at the upstream end is specified as a function of 
time but the flowrate at this end is unknown. The depth and flowrate 
at the downstream end do not change with time. 
4. The depth at the upstream end is specified as a function of time 
but the flowrate at this end is unknown. The stage-discharge relationship 
is specified by input data at the downstream end. 
5. The flowrate at the downstream end is specified as a function of 
time, and the depth at this end is unknown. The depth and flowrate at 
the upstream end do not change with time. 
6. The flowrate at the downstream end is specified as a function 
of time, and the depth at this end is unknown. The stage-discharge 
relationship is specified by input data at the upstream end. 
7. The flowrate at the upstream end is specified as a function of time, 
and the depth at this end is unknown. The depth and flowrate at the downstream 
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end do not change with time. 
8. The flowrate at the upstream end is specified as a function of 
time, and the depth at this end is unknown. The stage-discharge relation-
ship is specified by input data at the downstream end. 
These 8 possible boundary conditions are illustrated in Figure 6. 
The other version allows for essentially the same eight corriliinatio~s 
of boundary conditions with the exception that the stage-discharge 
relationship in no's. 2, 4, 6, and 8 are replaced by a normal derivative 
of the depth with respect to x, or, 
b:. = 0 ax . . (43) 
This normal derivative describes those flow situations relatively well 
that occur if the channel configuration, etc., is such that the depth 
at the boundary is constant with respect to distance, for the unsteady 
flows to be included in the solution. 
In the later version of the computer program subroutine for unsteady 
flow, the continuity equation or the equation of motion is used as the 
basis to develop the finite difference operator for the unknown variables 
to replace Eqs. 46 or 47 (given later); and the stages-discharge relation. 
In operating this latter program a tendency for the depth to gradually 
increase or decrease was n.oteQ~or those situations in which the boundary 
does not exist at a point of constant depth under normal flow conditions. 
For this reason and also not to unduly expand the size of this report only 
details for implementing the eight possible boundary conditions for the 
former version of the program with the stage-discharge relationships is 
described herein. 
In describing the methods used for including the boundary conditions, 
several ideas will be discussed which apply regardless of which of the 8 
y (0:1 t) Yo (COnst .) 
fy-;:-' (Const . ) Q (0, t) Qo 
, , ( . , 
satisfy stage-
discharge relations. 
y(O.,t) 
Q(O, t) determined 
to satisfy Eq. 47. 
y (0, t) 
determined 
to 
satisfy Eq. 47. 
(d) Case ti4 
y(O,t) ::= y (const .) 
o 
, 
Q (O,t) ::= Qo (COnst .) 
Qo 
I • I f I 
, , ; 
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; , 
~ 
Ii' i 
y(~, t) ::= Yb (t) 
Q ( ~ t) _ determined to 
satisfy Eq. 46. 
y(~, t) ::= Yb (t) 
~=== Q(~' t) _ determined to satisfy Eq· 46. » 
-~ 
; rOY o 
y(~, t) ::= Yo (const .) 
Q(~, t) ::= Qo (COnst .) 
_ Q ::= f(y ) to Qn-~1Ynn n 
,. > ,. ; p 
,. > >>> ;) satisfy stage-
discharge relations-
p ; , r-; ~....,--,.~ ___ -
-:::: 
Q(~' t) Qb (t) 
y(~, t) _ determined 
p > F 
satisfy Eq. 46. 
to 
Q == f (y ) - to 
1 1 
satisfy stage-
discharge relation 
(f) Case 1f6 
Q (0 , t) = Qb (t ) 
y(O,t) - determined 
to satisfy Eq. 47. 
~) Case In 
Q(O,t) 
to satisfy Eq. 47. 
, I 
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Q(ll.., t) 
y(ll.., t) - determined 
to satisfy Eq. 46. 
y (ll.., t) 
Q(ll.., t) 
Yo (cons t .) 
Q
O 
(cons t .) 
Q = f (y ) to 
n n 
satisfy stage-
discharge relation. 
~) Case {F8 
Fig. 6. Problem cases depending upon boundary conditions selected. 
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possible boundary conditions is being considered. For each unsteady problem 
solved four boundary conditions, or more specifically the finite difference 
j+l operators~ therefrom, are needed to supply the four values Yl ' 
j+l ·+1 ·+1 Q1 ,y J ,Q J (see Figure 4 for notation), for each new time step n n 
of the solution. For those boundary conditions which require no change 
in the depth and discharge (upstream for case 1, downstream for case 3, 
upstream for case 5 or downstream for case 7) no finite difference 
operators are needed, since these values are known. For those boundaries 
for which either the depth or discharge is specified as a function of 
time a finite difference operator is needed to supply an equation involving 
the other unknown value of either discharge or depth. This equation 
becomes part of the system of equations along with the equations at the 
interior grid points whose solution provides values for the unknowns 
described earlier. 
The approach used to obtain these additional finite difference 
equations is first to combine the Sair.r-Venant Equations linearly so that 
the combination of partial derivatives can be inte~preted ~s a total 
derivative with respe~t to time, along the characteristics curves. If 
c is multiplied by Eq. 16 and added to Eq. 17, the following equation is 
obtained: 
+ (V+c) ~~) - T (V - c) [ *" + T (V + c) 
aA 
- + q c ax 
~J = ax 
If c times Eq. 16 is substracted from Eq. 17. The equation 
( ~~ + (V -c) ~) - T(V+c)( ~~ + T(V-c) ¥x-J = gA (So - Fq - Sf) 
is produced. 
(44) 
(45) 
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Upon differencing Eq. 44, the following equation is produced for 
the downstream boundary, 
ii CV-c)j -
n n 
Llt 
For the upstream boundar~ differences of Eq. 45 gives, 
[2g sj (1 R ~ - 2 T)j + Tj 
v 2 _ 2 
+ Tj (V + c)i] j+l 
fl 3 3y 3 1 1 ( Llx 
c )1 
1 Llt Y1 
[_1 (V-C)l + (2g ASf)j J Qj+1 
- Tj (V 2 2)j "+1 + Llt- - C 1 yJ Q 1 1 1 2 x Llx 
+ 
(V-C>{ Qj+l ~j Tj (V+c)j yj + gAj (S - F + Sf){ 1 Llx 2 - Llt 1 1 Llt 1 o q . 
+ 2g S~l (t R ~~ - i T)i yi + (V2 ~~)i - (q ~i . . . · . . · · · · · · · . · (47) 
Equations 46 and 47 are used to determine one of the unknown at 
each boundary. 
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If the depth y is specified downstream then the coefficient in the term 
containing yj+l in Eq. 46 is placed on the right of the equal sign. 
n 
On the other hand if the flowrate Q is specified at the downstream boundary 
the term containing Qj+l in Eq. 46 is known and it is placed on the right 
n 
of the equal sign. Likewise at the upstream boundary either the term 
"+1 "+1 
containing yJ or Q J in Eq. 47 becomes part of the known on the right 1 
of the equal sign. Thus either Eq. 46 or 47 provides an additional 
equation for the variable whose value is unknown on that boundary for 
those boundary conditions for which either y or Q is specified as some 
function of time. 
Equations 46 and 47 also supply one equation for the two unknowns 
on those boundaries on which the stage-discharge relation is specified. 
The second equation needed to determine the second unknown on these 
boundaries is obtained by expressing the stage-discharge relation in the 
form, 
a . . • . • . . . . . . • • (48) 
for the downstream boundary, and 
= a (49) 
for the upstream boundary. The values for a and b in Eqs. 48 and 49 
are determined so that the specified stage-discharge relation is approximated 
by a straight line between the two input depth values which brachet yj. 
In the event the depths becomes greater (or less) than the largest 
(smallest) depth given in defining the stage-discharge relation extrapolation 
based on a straight line is used to define a and b. 
Including Eqs. 46 and 49 for the boundary grid points as required by 
the particular boundary condition with the finite difference equations for 
Table 1 
Boundary 
Condition Case 
11 
upstream Yl=const. 
Ql=const. 
downstream Yn=f(t) 
112 
upstream Yl & Ql 
satisfy stage-
discharge relation 
downstream Yn=f(t) 
113 
upstream Y1=f(t) 
downstream Yn=const. 
Qn=const. 
114 
upstream Y1-f (t) 
downstream Yn & Qu 
satisfy stage-
discharge relation 
1/5 
upstream Y1=const. Q1=const. 
downstream Qu=f (t) 
116 
upstream Y1 & Q1 
satisfy stage-
discharge relation 
downstream Qn-f(t) 
#7 
upstream Ql=f(t) 
downstream Yn=const. 
Qn=const. 
118 
upstream Q1=f(t) 
.downstream Yn & Qn 
satisfy stage-
dIscharge relation 
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Non-zero elements at the beginning and end of coefficient Matrix for the 
8 cases of boundary conditions. 
Upstream y Unknown Downs tream .!I Unknown Coef. Matrix Variables Coef. Matrix Variables 
-~e--- j [G- -- Eq. 37 Y2 Eq. 37 Yn-2 
-0 Eq. 36 Q2 - -(9- - Eq. 36 Qn-2 
- -8 - - - Eq. 37 Y3 - -0-- Eq. 37 Yn-l 
- -G- - Eq. 36 93 --s- Eq. 36 Qn-l 
--e Eq. 46 Qn 
r
e
-
Eq. 49 Yl --G--- Eq. 37 Yn-2 
-8 - - Eq. 47 Q1 - -(9 - - Eq. 36 Q -2 
--0--- Eq. 37 Y2 - -0- - Eq. 37 Y~-l 
--<3-- Eq. 36 Q2 - -0- Eq. 36 Qn-1 
--6> Eq. 46 Qn 
_·:G---j r- - Eq. 47 Q1 Eq. 37 Yn-2 -@- - - Eq. 37 Y2 - -G - - Eq. 36 Qn-2 - -e - - Eq. 36 Q2 --S- Eq. 37 Yn-1 
- - -G -- - Eq. 37 Y3 - -e Eq. 36 Qn-1 
- -(3-
-
Eq. 36 93 
_:G---j [e- - Eq. 47 Q1 Eq. 37 Yn-1 -6)- - - Eq. 37 Y2 - -e- - Eq. 36 Qn-1 
- -8 - - Eq. 36 Q2 --S- Eq. 46 Qn 
- -<9 - - - Eq. 37 Y3 -9 Eq. 48 Yn 
- -9 - - Eq. 36 93 
-:G--- j re - - - Eq. 37 Y2 Eq. 37 Yn-2 -G Eq. 36 Q2 - -0- - Eq. 36 Q -2 
- -0 - - - Eq. 37 Y3 ... -(3-- Eq. 37 Y~-l 
- -G-- Eq. 36 93 - -s- Eq. 36 Qn-1 
--0 Eq. 46 ! Yn 
-·-e--- j 
r
G
-
Eq. 49 Y1 Eq. 37 Yn-2 
-9- - Eq. 47 Q1 - -(3 -- Eq. 36 Qn-2 
- Q - - - Eq. 37 Y2 - -0-- Eq. 37 Yn-1 
- -0- - Eq. 36 92 --8- Eq. 36 Qn-1 
-:"'9 Eq. 46 Y 
n 
[0- - Eq. 47 Y1 --0--- J Eq. 37 Y -2 -8 - - Eq. 37 Y2 - -9 - - Eq. 36 Q~-2 
- -8- - Eq. 36 Q2 - -0- Eq. 37 Yn-1 
--0--- Eq. 37 Y3 - -0 Eq. 36 Qn-1 
- -(3 - - Eq. 36 93 
r- - Eq. 47 Yl --e---J Eq. 37 Yn-1 -6)- - - Eq. 37 Y2 - -9 - - Eq. 36 Qn-l - -(9 - - Eq. 36 Q2 - -S- Eq. 46 Qn 
- -e - - - Eq. 37 Y3 -6 Eq. 48 Yn 
- -G- - Eq. 36 93 
-11 The diagonal element is circled. 
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the interior grid points produces a system of equations for each of the 
8 cases described above. Each such system contains as many equations as 
unknowns. Table 1 illustrates for each of these 8 cases which elements 
at the beginning and end of the coefficient matrix of these system are 
nonzero, and from which equation these elements are obtained. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
Example one 
To help illustrate the nature of data needed to define a problem, 
and the flow characteristics determined by the computations described 
earlier in this report, several examples are given here. The first 
example gives the channel geometry at 5 sections and specifies that the 
geometry and computed flow characteristics be given at 20 sections 
(including the ends) each 300 - ft apart. This is a trapezoidal channel. 
Table 2 gives the channel specifications at the 5 sections. Table 3 
gives the geometry of the channel, the Gauckler-Manning roughness 
coefficients the slope of the channel hot tom, and the flowrate at each of the 
20 sections designated as stations at which the flow characteristics are to 
be given. These values are the basis for the subsequent computations. 
The results of the computations based on the steady-state portion of 
the program are given in table 4. The critical depth in column 3 of table 4 
is obtained by the Newton iterative method to satisfy Eq. 4. The critical 
slope in column 4 is defined as the slope of the channel bottom that would 
cause flow to be at critical depth. This critical slope is computed from 
S 
c 
2.22 A 10/3 
c 
in which the wetted perimeter P and the cross-sectional area A correspond 
c c 
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Table 2. Specifications of channel properties for Example Problem One 
Sec. Dist. from bottom Side Roughness Slope of Inflow between 
No. Beginning (ft) wid th (ft) Slope m coef. ,n channel sections 1/ 
bottom cfs 
1 50 10 1.50 .015 .0008 4 
2 375 10.1 1.52 .0148 .00075 5 
3 820 10.2 1.53 .0146 .0007 7 
4 2500 10.25 1.54 .0145 .00068 8 5 5400 10.28 1.54 .0144 .00067 
1/ F10wrate at section 1 specified equal to 120 cfs. 
Sec. 
~o. 
~ 
2 
3 
~ 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
~ 
~O 
~1 
12 
~3 
~4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Table 3. Geometric properties of channel and f10wrates obtained by 
interpolation or extrapolation of data in table 1. 
Dist. from bottom Side Roughness Slope of channel F10wrate at 
Beg. (ft) width slope Coefficent bottom section 
x (ft) m n So Q (cfs) 
0 9.983 1.496 .015 .00081 119.4 
300 10.079 1.516 .015 .00076 123.1 
600 10.155 1.525 .015 .00072 126.7 
900 10.214 1.531 .015 .00069 130.0 
1200 10.257 1.536 .014 .00067 132.2 
1500 10.283 1.539 .014 .00066 134.1 
1800 10.232 1.537 .015 .00069 133.3 
2100 10.240 1.538 .015 .00068 134.5 
2400 10.248 1.540 .015 .00068 135.6 
2700 10.254 1.541 .014 .00068 136.7 
3000 10.260 1.542 .014 .00068 137.8 
3300 10.265 1.542 .014 .00067 138.7 
3600 10.270 1.543 .014 .00067 139.6 
3900 10.273 1.543 .014 .00067 140.5 
4200 10.276 1.543 .014 .00067 141.3 
4500 10.278 1.542 .014 .00067 142.1 
4800 10.280 1.542 .014 .00067 142.8 
5100 10.280 1.541 .014 .00067 143.4 
5400 10.280 1.540 .014 .00067 144.0 
5700 10.279 1.539 .014 .00067 144.5 
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Table 4. Characteristics of steady state flow. 
Sec. x Critical Critical Normal Varied flow Cross- Wetted 
No. (ft) depth slope depth, Yo depth 1/ sectional Perimeter P (ft) Sc (ft) (ft) area A (ft) 
(ft2) 
1 0 1. 52 .00328 2.26 2.68 37.4 19.6 
2 300 1. 54 .00318 2.30 2.72 38.5 19.9 
3 600 1. 56 .00310 2.35 2.75 39.4 20.2 
4 900 1. 58 .00304 2.39 2.78 40.2 20.4 
5 1200 1. 59 .00300 2.42 2.82 41.0 20.6 
6 1500 1. 60 .00297 2.45 2.87 42.2 20.8 
7 1800 1. 60 .00302 2.43 2.96 43.8 21.1 
8 2100 1.61 .00301 2.44 3.08 46.2 21.6 
9 2400 1.61 .00299 2.45 3.20 48.6 22.9 
10 2700 1.62 .00299 2.46 3.33 51. 2 22.5 
11 3000 1. 63 .00298 2.47 3.47 54.1 23.9 
12 3300 1.64 .00297 2.48 3.62 57.3 23.6 
13 3600 1. 64 .00296 2.49 3.77 60.7 24.1 
14 3900 1.65 .00295 2.50 3.93 64.3 24.7 
15 4200 1.65 .00295 2.51 4.10 68.1 25.4 
16 4500 1. 66 .00294 2.52 4.27 72.1 26.0 
17 4800 1. 66 .00294 2.52 4.45 76.3 26.6 
18 5100 1.67 .00293 2.53 4.63 80.6 27.3 
19 5400 1.67 .00293 2.53 4.81 85.2 28.0 
20 5700 1. 68 .00292 2.54 5.00 89.9 28.6 
1/ Specification set the depth at downstream section equal to 5.0 ft. Since 
depths are above both critical and normal depths, these values represent 
an M1 - profile. 
Top 
width T 
(ft) 
..•.... ~.,. 
17.99 
18.31 
18.53 
18.72 
18.91 
19.11 
19.34 
19.73 
20.10 
20.52 
20.95 
21.42 
21.91 
22.41 
22.93 
23.46 
24.00 
24.55 
25.11 
25.67 
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to the critical depth Yc' The normal depth, Yo' in column 5 is obtained 
to satisfy the Gauckler-Manning Eq. 9 by means of the Newton iteration 
as described in the section "normal depth." Column 6 contains the varied 
flow depths which are obtained in this example by assuming a gate, 
reservoir, on other downstream control has backed the water up at 
the downstream end to a depth of 5.0 ft. This downstream depth was 
specified and is the downstream boundary condition needed to solve the 
ordinary differential Eq. 20, which describes spatially varied steady 
flow. The values in this column 6 were obtained by the procedure described 
in the section "Solution to Steady-State Flow" using the Euler Method 
to begin and continue the solution. Because the downstream specified 
depth was given as 5.0 ft. the profile represented by the depths in 
column 6 define an Ml - backwater curve. Had the downstream depth been 
specified less than the normal depth 2.54 ftJ but greater than the 
critical depth 1.68 ft then an M2 - profile would have resulted. A 
depth less than the critical dep '0:t 1 .. 68 ft at the downstream section is 
not possible in this mild channel (mild because y is greater than 
o 
y. Such a depth could have been specified upstream but this specification 
c 
likely would result in a hydraulic jump occurring somewhere in the channel. 
The last three columns in table 4 give the cross-sectional areas, the 
wetted perimeters and the top widths associated with the depths in column 6. 
The spatially varied flow solution, column 6 of table 4 is used as 
the initial condition for the transient problem. In this example, the 
downstream depth has been specified to vary with time and the solution has 
been obtained from imposing the case 1 boundary condition option. The depth 
at the downstream end y(~, t) = Yb (t) has been specified to vary with 
time as given by the values of y in the second column of table 5. Such 
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a condition could occur by opening a gate, and/or lowering the elevation 
of the reservoir or receiving body of water. 
The solution provides values for the following at each grid point 
in the x-t planes: (1) the depth, (2) the flow rate, (3) the velocity, 
(4) the slope of the energy line (or the friction slope) Sf. (5) the 
area, (6) the wetted perimeter, and (7) the top width. In this example, 
20 grid lines along the x-axis are used and the solution for 28 time steps 
each of 20 second duration giving a total of 560 grid points for which 
each of these values are computed. Obviously it is not practical to 
present all of these results herein. Table 5 summaries the depths and 
flow rates at 3 different sections along the channels, however. An 
examination of the depths in table 5 indicates how the dropping water 
surface procedes upstream. The solution only goes to the time when the 
upstream water surface begins to fall. 
Example two 
As a second example, the boundar~' conditions described previously 
as case 8 have been specified for a situation in which the channel 
increases in width but decreases in slope in the downstream direction. 
A statement of this problem is: 
The flow in a 190-ft (57~9l m) reach of river just upstream from a 
small diversion structure is to be analyzed in detail by giving the 
flowrate, the depth and velocity through the reach during the time in 
which a variable quantity of water is being withdrawn at the upstream end 
of the 190-ft (57.,91 m) reach. The geometry and hydraulic properties of 
this reach of river are defined by the parameter values,b, m, So and n 
as given at the 8 sections on Figure 7. The stage-discharge relation at 
the downstream end of the reach immediately in front of the diversion 
structure is given by, 
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Table 5. Summary of transient solution at three sections. 
Downstream (sec.20) Section No. 19 Section No. 10 
Time x = 5,700 ft x = 5,400 ft x = 2,700 ft 
(sec) y (ft) Q (cfs) Y (ft) Q (cfs) Y (ft) Q (cfs) 
0 5.0 144.5 4.8 144.0 3.3 136.7 
20 4.8 183.3 4.7 157.6 
40 4.6 206.1 4.6 177.4 
60 4.4 230.5 4.5 199.5 
80 4.2 252.5 4.3 220.2 
100 4.0 270.2 4.1 237.6 
120 3.8 283.3 3.9 251. 2 
140 3.6 292.2 3.8 260.8 
160 3.4 297.3 3.6 266.8 
180 3.2 299.1 3.5 269.6 
200 3.0 298.0 3.4 269.7 
220 2.8 294.7 3.2 267.6 
240 2.6 289.8 3.1 263.8 3.2 158.3 
260 2.5 273.3 3.1 259.2 3.2 159.6 
280 2.4 267.5 3.0 253.9 3.2 160.8 
300 2.3 261. 7 2.9 248.6 3.1 161. 7 
320 2.2 256.1 2.9 243.5 3.1 162.4 
240 2.1 250.9 2.9 238.5 3.0 162.8 
260 2.0 245.9 2.8 233.7 3.0 162.9 
280 1.9 241.1 2.8 229.1 3.0 162.8 
400 1.85 231.6 2.7 225.0 2.93 162.5 
420 1. 80 227.7 2.7 221.0 2.90 161.9 
440 1. 75 223.8 2.7 217.0 2.87 161. 2 
460 1. 70 219.9 2.65 213.0 2.84 160.3 
480 1. 70 211.1 2.63 209.5 2.81 159.3 
500 1. 70 207.8 2.61 205.9 2.78 158.2 
520 1. 70 204.4 2.59 202.4 2.76 157.1 
540 1. 70 200.9 2.56 198.9 2.74 155.9 
560 1. 70 197.5 2.55 195.5 2.72 154.7 
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Stage-discharge relation 
Q (cfs) 40 70 I 100 I 107.76 120 130 140 I 
y (ft) 1.9 3.0 ! 3.56 3.7 3.91 4.0 4.15 ! I ) 
The changing rate of flow diversion causes the following flows to enter at 
the upstream end of the reach: 
Time dependent upstream flowrate. 
Time (sec) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Ql (cfs) 100 110 120 130 135 \ 130 120 110 100 90 82 
(sec) 130~140 150 i 160 170 1
1
180 \ 190 200\2101220 230 240 250 260 270 280 
(cfs) 65 60 55j 50 I 45\ 40 I 35 301 30j 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 
Ground water and other acretion flows contribution to the flow in this reach 
of river as shown in Figure 7 by the amounts given by the lateral arrows. 
This acretion flow is assumed uniformly distributed throughout the sections 
shown on Figure 7. 
The solution to this problem has been obtained by computing the flow 
characteristics at twenty sections each at a spacing of 10-ft (3.05 m) 
along the reach of river being consid~~ed. Since the accretion flows 
when added to the incoming flow of 100 cfs (2.83 cms) give a flowrate at 
the downstream section of 107.76 cfs (3.05 cms) , I the stage-discharge 
relation indicates that at time 0, when the flow in the reach is assumed 
to be steady, the downstream depth equals 3.7 ft (1.13 m). The depths 
under steady flow are shown on the profile portion of Figure 7. These· 
depths result from the solution of the gradually varied flow Eq. 20. 
Also shown on the profile view are lines which represent the normal and 
critical depths respectively as defined previously. 
The transient solution has been obtained for the 28 time intervals 
each 10 seconds apart for which the flowrate at the upstream end of the 
reach has been specified. The incoming flow first increases and then 
-
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decreases, as if the operator made a mistake of first shutting the gates, 
but corrected the mistake and e~entually opened the gates until only 
30 cfs (.85 ems) remained in the river. The variations in flowrate, 
depth and velocity throughout the reach are plotted on Figures 8, 9, and 
10 respectively. The separate curves on these figures show the conditions 
throughout the reach at the time denoted for that curve. Thus the curve 
on Figure 8 for t = 0 gives the variation of discharge under the steady 
flow conditions prior to changing the upstream diversion. In following the 
consecutive time lines on Figure 8, it can be noted that the 
flowrate at the downstream end of the reaeh continues to increase for 
some time after the flowrate at the upstream end is reduced. In other words 
the water storage in the reach cause the response in flowrate at the 
downstream end to be delayed from that which occurs at the upstream end. 
This delayed reaction is also apparent during later times, after the 
upstream end flowrate is constant at 30 cfs (.85 ems). Under the final 
steady-state conditions the downstream flow rate will equal 37.76 
cfs, however this condition is approached asymptotically in time as the 
excess water in storage within the reach is discharged at a even decreasing 
rate. These same effects of water storage within the reach are evident 
from the variations of depth and velocity throughout the reach as given 
by Figures 9 and 10. 
Example Three 
The solution to a third hypothetical problem is given in which the 
prop~rties of the channel vary considerably. The downstream depth in 
this example is controlled. This control may be by gates or this downstream 
end may represent a channel discharging into a reservoir. The downstream 
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control backs up the water initially to a depth of 34.78 ft (10.6 m), 
a depth several times the normal depth. Upstream the water discharges 
into the channel from a reservoir with a constant water surface elevation 
2.24 ft (.683".m)above the channel bottom. The reach is 4,180 ft (1,274 m) 
long. The first portion of the reach has a steeply sloping channel bottom, 
with a maximum slope of 0.019. The next portion of the reach is flat with a 
slope of 0.00002; and before the end of the reach the slope is increased 
sharply, but just upstream from the downstream end the slope again diminishes 
to 0.00005. Over the flat center portion of the channel the bottom width 
increases substantially. Also over this central portion lateral inflow con-
tributes 10 cfs (.283 cms) of water to the channel. The plan and profile views 
of the channel on Figure 11 shows its geometry and the specifications used to 
describe the channel. The top width of the channel shown on the plan view 
of Figure 11 represents the steady flow obtained from solving the gradually 
varied flow equation with the boundary condition at the downstream end specify-
ing a depth of 37.78 ft (10.6 m). 
The solution to the gradually varied profil~, as well as the unsteady 
flow characteristics described later, were obtained using 20 nodes. Thus the 
space increment frx used in the solution equals 220 ft (67.06 m). The upstream 
boundary condition specifies the stage-discharge that would result from a 
constant reservoir level and an entrance head loss coefficient ~ = 0.3 if the 
flow moves into the channel, and ~ = 1.0 if the flow reverses itself going 
from the channel into the reservoirs. Values of depth and corresponding dis-
charge resulting from these conditions are given below. 
Stage-discharge relation 
Depth, Y1 (ft) 1.0 1.49 1.5 1. 75 1.9 2.0 2.06 2.1 2.2 2.22 2.235 2.24 
Flowrate, Q1 (cfs) 116.0 116.0 115.8 111.0 101.0 89.7 80.0 66.8 40.6 29.0 14.6 O.tO 
2.50 
~95.8 
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NOTATION 
Definition 
cross-sectional area. 
coefficient matrix. 
cross-sectional area corresponding to critical flow. 
Elements of coefficient matrix. 
vector 
bottom width 
elements of vector B. 
celerity of small amplitude gravity wave. 
equivalent sand roughness of channel wall. 
Froude number 
lateral inflow parameter. 
function of 
acceleration of gravity 
elevation of energy line. 
conveyance. 
slope of channel side 
Gauckler - Manning roughness coefficient. 
wetted perimeter 
wetted perimeter corresponding to critical depth 
flowrate 
lateral inflow 
Reynolds number 
slope of energy line 
slope of channel bottom 
top width 
time 
average velocity of flow 
distance in downstream channel direction 
depth of flow 
critical depth 
normal depth 
vector 
elevation of channel bottom 
distance between water surface and centroid of cross-
sectional area. 
ele~ents of vector Z 
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sz,' xor~=·.F"D.2.· X ... ·,C=·.F8.:?,· [RR::',f8.5.1· N-:;TART=',I~,' NSINC:: 
~·,!7.· ~1~N:>=·.IZ.· INr lOW=·.!2,' YSTART=·,FS.J.· MYSTR'r-'.I2,' rUN 
~·"rr= ..... ~,' lIN. I~T. ::',T2J 
,,"C'er=. T~U". 
w[,1f'to:.lCl' r"T:' 
';:::4~r .. ,r"''''2) (x;:lrltT-=!tN$!J 
;;: A ~ r 0: ,r "4 T" 1 (';!,!" T:: 1, N':; !1 
"'::?TT!:(r".I1~' (YIII"Y=l •• r'SI1 
113 "L~""P'I'2PQOQl(" SF'r:-ClrICATIONS'.,.' X',f12FIO.l,F9.1l J 
I.' ::- ., [ , r • 11 " I (C: r I 1 J • T = 1 • ~~ I » 
11" r-oo!'"~Tt· ~·"l:'f'lr..!).r~.S)J 
... ~ .... -: ·;~I 
;FrI'IrLCU .... a. ,., "<;"'-=N";O 
p r l"" p:: ,r., r :' ) (0 ( 1 I • T =1 f ~ ': 0 » 
l.iRTTrp",I?S) ('HI' .T:-1.11-:01 
l?r; r'J~"4T" ':>"·.f llF"10.3. Zf"'J.31 1 
1Ft'}" .IT. 1 .... -51 GO TO 25 
'J r 11 =" '"' 
f''J :'C ~::L'''''50 
7£ Q(!J=~'I-1J."'I) 
z~ P[AO'S.lOlJ FMTI 
I~ • 
IF"fITPAr[ .F1. CI GO TO 1 
RE An f 5 ,F" MT 1 J I Bl II ), T:: 1, N') n , I FlU f IJ .! =1 ,NSIJ, rr"NI rr It 1:: 1. NS I1 
URTTfP",120) f!n(r"r::l,,~rIl 
l?C FOPHATI' S', r12FI0.3 .... 9.3J I 
wRTTr-rF,lZI' IF~Hn.I=l,N,)!1 
17.1 rO"'~AT(' '1', (12F"1r.~ ,F"9.3 It 
W fP T r r r; • 12 ;» ,r N If n ,,! =1 ,N q ) 
17:' F"Or.MflT(' N·,(12FIC.3,I"'9.:!lJ 
~O Tn 2 
R [Ar 15 ,r HT l' ~: p, (r NT IT I, I:: 1, ~S n • I IV T ( I, J I • J=l • NP I ,t =1 .N C:I 1 , (( AI It 
$ oj). J= 1. NP J. I:: 1. N') II • tIP If I. J) ,J =1 .N PI. I =1, NSI J. ( « TI (! ,J J , .r= 1. NP I, 
't 1::1 .'lSI J 
[In 4r !::l,"IC"J 
WRIT"'U:, 1231 YIrIl ,F"NIItJ.r}(T) 
123 for,,"T(' X=·,""lO.l,· N=' .!'"10.3,' C:Q='.FIC.3J 
IJRTTr(r;.1241IVI(T,JI.J::I."IPI 
174 "'ORMIIT" Y·.fl2F"10.1.r9.~JJ 
wRTT:lr;,!"'I>' IAT(T.J"J::l.~,P) 
171; reRMATro 1\', '12F"ID.",r9.2JJ 
W n T TEl r: , 1<' 7) f PT II ,J I. J= 1, "IP ) 
1 :' 7 r 0 p,., 1\ T(' r', r 1 2F 10 • l' ,I'" '). 2) I 
4 0 W q T T [ ( c, , 17 q J ITT ( r ,J I , J= 1. NP J 
129 r-O~HI\Tro T', f12FlC.2,F"'J.211 
7 1Frrrvrc:) 3.3.12 
~ J 1 =1 
Y"'-"' t - t 
T 3=3 
Ir(LI~1T(~ .EG. CI GI) TO 51 
DNl=,T(T21-XT(IlJ 
DO 57 T::l,N<;" 
X (II =YBE G+HN'"'.r LOAT (! -1 I 
6~ IF(XfIl .LT. XHI"'I .OR. 12 .EO. "Jsrl GO TO &3 
T 1 =T 1+1 
I?=J?+ 1 
DNl= rr fI 21 -XI (II ) 
r.(' Tn 1:4 
r, ~ I=" A C, ::- ( X ( '! 1 -Y If II 1 J /("1 Nl 
IFIITtU,P[ .C"t'). C'J ro T") E;<; 
6" 
~7 
f,E 
~7 
51 
5 
6 
1 
BIT) =n If 11 J +r" n • r Dr f T:') -1'1 If '!l 1 J 
Hit! )::r,..n 11 I+FACl-' r-..,J( 12 )-HlIe 11 )J 
r.O T" rF 
no f;7 J-::l."r' 
A IT, J , = A I , I 1 • J I + F A 171 - I AI ( I 2, J J -" I r 11 , J I 1 
T T (! oJ J:: TI fI 1, JI +r Ae 1- CT Tf 17 oj 1- T T n 1, J) 1 
Y T f I ,J J = Y I (I 1 • J J + F A C 1. (V t r I2 ,J J - v I ( ~ 1 , J) J 
r ( r • J 1 =P I I I 1 • J ) + f:" II C ~ • ( r r ( r ?. J J -P I ( Il ,J 1 J 
~ I II =$!l IlI+rACl.' 5T (T2) -S II Itl t 
IF'HlrLO~1 .GT. rJ AA(tI=r.rlll+rAr.1.(!HI2J-QITllJ 
rNfI 1-:: PilI 11 J+FIICl.I C"NIf 12 '-FNIfIl)) 
r,(l Tn 11 
0011Y:::1,N<;O 
XI TI =Y(lEG+xtNr.FLOAT rI-I J 
1r(J .En. 1) ~o TO f; 
IfCY(Il .LT •• ~.(YHT?)+X1II~JI .OR. 13 .rG. NS!J GO T(I 7 
T 1 =T 1 + 1 
T2 =1:'+ 1 
T3::-I3·1 
DNl= (xl( I1)-X" CI2J .. (XII 11 J-X'!IT3J J 
ON<'= (xI( 12 J-)'T (~1J .. eXI e 121-)(T e r::rl , 
ON~= .xI( I3 J-XT (Ill h (xle I31-XTtT?I 1 
GO T'" 5 
FAC1=lyel) -xlC!2)).f VI U-XIIIJIJ/nNl 
I 
---.J 
I-' 
I 
1 
1 
c 
:rt:.,.-=--,·.C";: ."':T. r) ['I" ~O GG 
'"',, .. -;: (~.113) 
,,:;:-U!",' J,;~"r,,')y c-Ol,_'-rrnJ SUnpOUT~IE HflS SEnl \.lRITTEN TCI ~C"OM~OI) 
tt.;:'- "",LV T"A''T;''''ICAL CHA'~~El..~ - NO UNc-TEADY SOL. Ie; THEflEFORf' pass 
~ ..,. '"' t ~ ., 
,..." T"'I "'1~ 
c:- \-,r''''T~(', :~2' 
1'7-:> r:::~ ... ,q!'C' !I~J<:T(ADY C:;"LUTION r>FGTN ... ·' 
C"'~:'l TO~I.~~7 
"'J ~ T ('"("'I 
:- ~~ ~ 
-:-L.:'''~'JT'!:r.[ VII"IED 
r: .:; !" I-' (1" c:! I I 1 '"; , • F '" I ( ! 0 , • f N I I IC J • g ( 1I r I , r H (1+ 0 I ,F N ( 1I r ) , e; I '1 C) ,S (1+ C J , 
• )'::: !l U ,Y ~ ( 1" • ~ C) • r)~, TT 11 C, 10 ) , TT (10,10) , x (40) , AI 11 0, 1.C ), PI 11 0, lC h 
S l , '7 r ,1 r.) ,P (3 C', 1!1 ) , yr: f'l 0 I • ':; C I 'I':': I , Y N 14 C J ,y T ( 30 ,1 C I ,y f 4 C) ,A A ( 40 ) • Q f 40 
! ) , rp (I, :: 1 ,T C'" f't C) ,v 11 lie I. Ff, C1 ,F AC 2, FA C3 ,x I NX. X8 rc ,[RR .0 C2 ,~G2 ,0 FL X. 
~'";rl~'''EL22,O''Y4.PDX3,~XC,~SO,ITRApr.NP.MSTAqT.NSINC.NEND,~CURVE, 
s::..,.. .... !~,...,CT.Lf"(S"TP.T,T\'I\'?~ 
C c; ,,, .. ~ 'j C ~ C f 3 r-. 6) ,!" Y ( gr- I 
...;:: .;,"; T ~::O"" 
1 : • - - ••• ;" - ! ':' .. + I~ ~ : ~. C) -)I f ~ .... T 1\ R T) 
:::,ff\;'';1 .ST. I.E-4) GO "'0 16 
r-"LJJ-C. 
('r' T'" 17 
ryrJ!-::'YXIJ1 
17 :"" '!"'''I:'!''E .r~. r) cn TO 7 
!.:"!JJ:(i!CJI .. r"'fJJ.vfJI ).YfJ) 
p D ! J ) : C ( J I +" • * Y ( J J • '; '1 ° T ( FI1 f J J • FM f.J ) + 1. ) 
~ ,', '" : J I :~ f J) + 7 •• y f J J. r!'1 (J I 
f'j r'" 
7 Ct.LL .,CO(AofJ.V(JJ) 
;: .., ( J I:: r.\ c 1 • P ( J , T 1) +F AC 2. PI .J, I2 J + F' A C3 • P (J • I:H 
1 J'" =J 
J=J.·'C':~/C 
~:c T= ~ 
Vi J) =Y CJOA, +X T ·!C.OYfJ"11 
:" U':T=l 
::ffY'!IJ1 .GT. 1.£:-41 1';0 TO 18 
rvrJ'-~. 
r"" !r' 1° 
!" C'!"J':~Y)(IJ1 
,.., :Yl:.r"·(JVrJ0A1+~VfJ)1 
~ = '( ( J") • v ~ N"'. ~Y 1 
!'::"C-vfJI 
!J)::"C 
.. ~, r T -: .~ ~ ; • 1 
!FC.1?';(C':FI .CT. [00 .AND. NrT .LT. I) GO TO 2 
:c- 1":-u p v!:-2J :C, 21 ,27 
'(r !FIHJI .f':T. 1.ez-nIlJ» ~O TO 1; 
~ 0 ... T E ( ~ • 7.} 1l ~r S TAP. T , J, V C J) 
2C! FC"~!TC' "1 - C::P.'f( ar::GAN AT S~CTrQ'I·,I5.* AND ENDED AT SECT ION* , 
~ -:- ': " u: i H Y ':", c- lC • ~ 1 
..J = J- ~l r ! ~t C 
;'Q J=J."I ...... ~:~ 
Y I Jl :Y'II..I1 
IFrITOAP[ .ra. r, Gr TO 3 
lA(JI-::(SIJI+PO(JJ.Y( JJ J.YIJ) 
co P U J = e f ..I I +1 •• Y C ..II .S ~o T ( F'M "J ) • fH C J )+ 1. 1 
TOP I ..I 1 ="I f J ) + ? • Y 'J 1 • r." (J ) 
r;:O Tr " 
l' CALL, ~t'[.v"rJ,vIJJ) 
P P f J ) = r A (" 1 • prJ , I 1) + FAr: 2. r C J, I:? ) + r 1\ C3 • r C J , I 3 J 
TOP ( J) =r AC 1- TT (J ,I 11 H" A C 2* TT f ,I ,T2) +f A (' 3* TT C J, I 31 
'I TF(~J<:rr;r:1 <;Col~,51 
C:;!" I r I ,1 • ST. N EN"") G (' ... 0 24 
GO Tn 11 
r'I IFfJ .LT. NENrl GO TO 24 
r,.., Tn 1"1 
71 IF(yfJ) .GT. YCfJI+.OS.fVNCJ)-YCIJII 1 r-O 'TO :>~ 
Wr"'TF(F.2~21 J,VIJI 
2Q7 reP-MATI' CONTPOL AT ':ECTION',IS,' CAUSING CRTTICAL f'EPlH',FIC.3', 
$'. (vAt-'INE "rSULTS Tt:' DETrRuINF ITS NATURr.') 
W R IT r ( c: • I" 0 I !'" IT ) , 1= NC' TART ,J J 
co Tn 17 
27. AFl=!PIJI+~MIJ).VN!J) I*YNIJI 
VEL-::Q(JI/AQ 
Yr. (HI J= .c: .v "ll ..II -I Sf'lPT 11 .+ .24845 'V ["l .vr LlYN f ..I 1 1 -1. ) 
Qr,7=~(JI •• 2/2".7 
F r M = f) G 2 I A q + I ... - 8 C J I. F M (J I. VN (J ) 11. I. Y N ! J I * • 2 
NCT: r 
76 Y?=YCCNJ*YCCNJ 
AO=RrJ).vr.ONJ+rufJl*Y7 
r A C= • r: * S (J 1+ r t,- C J ) • vr (1N JI 3. 
F=r.r. 71 AP .. F Af'..Y 2-Fr~ 
OF =7 •• VC ON J* F A C+ Y2.F M( JJ /3 .- GG 2* I El fJ 1+ 2 •• FH 1..11 -v CO NJ )1 III R* AR) 
OIr= F IDF 
YC eN J= YC ON J-(1T F 
Nr.T::~'rT+1 
IF(ABSCOIFI .LT •• rrr1 .M!D. NCT .LT. 71 GO TO 76 
IrltlCT .!:G. 7) I,I~ITr!r.,?r31 J,rTr,Y"O"J 
70S rOPMATC' DID NOT CONVfRGE IN DnFRHINING CONJUGATE OEPTrf AT SE'lTIO 
~ N' ,I r:, 2E 12.5 ) 
YTfJ,31-::YCONJ 
Ir C Y f.J I .l T. V CO NJ J Gn TO 23 
WR IT r ( ~ • 7.031 (Y T I I ,:n , I:: NS TART, J 1 
70": FOqMATI' CONJUGATE orpT:-IS TO ~!ORMAL DEPTYS' .IIH .13no. 311 
~I ~ IT r ( r: , 2~ 4 ) J, y CO NJ ,VN C J I 
204 rORMATC' A HYflRAUl!C JUMP OCCURS BEFORE SECTION',TS.' TIIKING n~PT 
$H FROM',F10.3.· TO NnRMAL DErTH',rlD.31 
..,rtrr>vr =1 
YfJI=V"J(JI 
23 IFfIT~Apr .F0. n1 GC TO S 
AA r J 1= (B (J) +f .. I J). Yf JI I. YC ..11 
rr I J 1:: [l ( J I .. 7 •• Y I J I - <; ~ ~ T ( rM C J I • r", ( J 1+ 1. ) 
;0 P I ,I I ::8 f J I ...... y (J ). rM (J 1 
ro T (I !) 
5 CAlt ~"EAPIJ,YIJ» 
P P I J ):: F A C 1 • P I J , I 11 + F A C 2. P f ..I, T2 ) + F' A r.3 - prJ. I 3 I 
TO P ( J I =r AC 1* T T r J, I 11 +F AC~. TT C J ,I 21 +F A C 3- T T ( J, I 31 
6 rrl~SINCI 10,]2,11 
Ie IFfJ .fT. N[~nl Gn TO 1 
cn Tn 1:': 
11 IFfJ .LT. NENnJ cr TO 1 
1:>: IrfIV,H~R .GT. CI O[TU!)N 
WRTTf (1,,1001 I VI I1 ,T=1 ,r-.SO I 
lro FORMAn' DEPTHS or FLOW AT srCTIONS',/,ClH .l"'F10.31 
~/RITEIr.,300) CAIIIII,I::I,NS-OI 
:o;r.c FORt1ATI' C~OS~-S[CTIONAL AREAS',,, (lH .1~FI0.1Jl 
on 1 0: !-:: 1 • '" '>" 
15 VlITJ-::Q(n/AArl) 
WRTTF(6,3031 IVIII),I-=l.N~Ol 
3n3 FORMAT!' vELCCITY',/.CIH .13FlO.3» 
I 
---J 
~ 
I 
... ::' .,. ,. - ~ ~ , :c: ::. 1 (,'r 1 ... J , • - 1. ,,- f\ I 
::-~ r::: .. ":-,, ':~T·~J p~~rM'-TrRS·."llH ,1"!Fl".1» 
',,-~ .... - t r • ::~ :"' I -:-,., P I r I ,'" =1 ,~l ')0 I 
r::;:;"A'!"'f' "'s>' \ITGTH',Ir(lH ,1~F1C.2J1 
1" -:---~, "r.I: 
~~. '.:' 
ru';r.q~r; nVYITI 
c:; "~ .... Co,' 0 I 111" I, n'! I 10 ), FN II 10 ), P 140 h rl1 (If C) ,FN I tJr It SI n OJ ,S 14 Ol , 
• :':"11 Cl ,"f:1 lr:,~ C) ,,.,.,.T't'IlC. l~ ).TT(~C.IO),X(4Q), A't'flO,lO). PI (10,10 I. 
1 .\ I "7 r .1 :: I • P I ~ c.. 1 C ) • ':Ie f 4 0) ,~c ( 14 ~ I , Y N (4 0 I , Y T f 3 a ,1 0) ,y f 4 !"' 1 ,A A ( 4:::: I • Q ( lie 
t) ,ry (~:) .r:;r lliel ,Vl( 4!' I. rACl ,FAC:!,FAC3,XTNC, XB[C,fPlhaC2 ,QC2 ,f1F:LX, 
; ''''C L? ." Fl 3Z ,0 "Y 'It PC X3 ,r, xc .rl SO. I TRAP,.., NP, ~:START, ~IS INC, NE NO ,folCURV [, 
-::1."'7.I?"cr.-1y':Tp.T.rVARP 
(; c ~= '1 I?' 1-.2 
0':::-::1'")1";2/2.22 
~C7::'1-:"32.7 
:1=",!TOI\r>,: .[~. CI EO TO IIf 
tI ~ :- { " f T 1 .. r H r I , • Y ( ! JI • v ( ! J 
:.. .... = t,' • ~ n 
;~::n';I+2.·~~(II_YITJ 
J:' ~::o:. (::: ) + 2. - Y I r I - S 'J P T (C" M ( I) _. ~+ 1. ) 
I;: II • [0. 11 "0 TO 1 
:rlI .['). N~") ro Tr ~ 
C[t7::~.·l(!Nf" 
Ie>::! +1 
r":T-l 
::; A Y:: (~ II 1") -6 I 't' ~J +Y IT) - IF I'll IP J- nl CTM) ) J _Y C! J lorL2 
C"X-:: fO tIP) -') IT!'!I 1I0F"L? 
~c -,. 2'r 
CAX: (0 (2 J-E'I 1) +Y II I- IFMI Z)-f'MC 1) J I-V Cl J/XINC 
;: ,. Y:: f'" (., 1--:; ( l' ) 1 X T '!" 
DQ~=IG(21+'lrlll.rQYIf1!;.I.A21 
,..c TI'I 21 
Z C l.,-:: (0 I':e;" J-~I NSC-11 +Y (NSC I- frMC t150) -F"H(NSO-il n.y rNSO" XTNC 
rex:: (;j (N ~() J - ~ , N<: 0- 1 I J/ X! N~ 
2: ::n'~-(')I!)+Q(TMJ 1-,):)"/116.1.11';'1 
2~ A:;::,~O_II? 
1 4 
1~ 
:cC"'~ .GT. r.cI OQXl'"=2 •• 0')XF 
SF:::;': •• tJlrJ.-2.fPR/A"I--1.3:"333333/A7 
!::vy::, I:J-SF'+'lGZ/A3-0r.X-OOXFI/(1.-Qr;7.TR/A3J 
c:- TI:'''' 
~f (Y (I I 
:!='!'~·1 
I2=r""·1 
:3:')'''+1 
"'~T-=~ 
,..,.. H 
':FIYIIl 
"'1 =! 1-! 
~:' =" "'-1 
Y~::r"-l 
wrr=1 
,..~ T f'\ 13 
.lE. .S-CVHI,I2)+YTfI,I:!I1) .OR. I3 .Ea. NPJ GO TO I"? 
.~[ . • S.CYHI.!l)+YTfT,IZ1J .OR. II .F"C~. 1) GO TO 17 
!r I ... ,..T .ra !"'J"'" TO 1 C; 
f N ! -= I Y T ( !. :" - ~T ( 1 • T") I - I Y T ( T, Il 1- YT ( T ,I l I I 
C~::,= !VT(I. 2)-(T(I,;1) ).cYTI'!'.IZ1-YTrI,I3H 
:-:~';'"7-=r"'T(:. T)-yT(T.TlII.IYT(T.D)-YTf!.!:'?J) 
1 <: ",1::: -= i v I: I -Y T( I, IZ l J .( YI II -YT (I, 1~ 11/0NI 
r f. ('"'? : I Y ( I' -Y TI '!. ! 1 ) I • r Y ( II -Y T f I, I J J J INI2 
r f. C" :: I v I II -Y TI T. II I I .~ YI II -Y T ( I. !2 J I/nNl 
AO::f" 1\ C 1- A ( !. T1 )+ FA C2 -A II ,T 71 +F AC 3. A ( I, III 
TR ~,. r. h TT IT ,'t' 1) +F AC 2- TT I 1,1 " +F A C 3. TT I I, 13) 
PR=F"Cl* PfT. T ll+Fllr2_ PII,'!?I+FAr?* PII,I31 
o A >t= I A 1)_ FA Cl./I ITM. Il )- FA C? -/I I TM. I2 )-r II C3 - A I I~. P )) /( XI I) -x I UD I 
r,O rr1 2(' 
rNrJ 
suap OUTTNE APr I\P 1 I .V", 
COMIolON a:c H~I ,!:'t"H If' It fNIII0 loBIliO ),rMI40) ,FNI40" SIIlC) ,S (4e), 
, )'111 01 ,y II 1~ ,1 01 ,~o, TT fl 0, 10 ) , TT 13 C. 10). X 140" AT no. 10 ). PI 0. r, 10 ) • 
$ A (3C .101 ,p f3 O. 10) , YC rll OJ ,S C I lin I , YN III 0 I ,y T f 30.1 Cl ,y r 4 OJ ,A A( 40 ) , Q ( 4G 
$ ) , rr (!t 0) , TOP (II 0) ,V If 4 r I, FA C1 , F A C 2 , r 1\ C 3 , X INC. x p r G ,f R P • G C2 ,r:- G2 .1') EL X. 
$O( L? • n [l 32 .R ~x 4, RO X3 ,n XG ,"l SO ,T TR AP [, NP • NST AR T, NS IN C, NE Nr. ,,,, CU RV E, 
$Il,T?,I3,MCT,MYSTRT,TVARR 
rF(VO .r.T. 1.r-6) en TO 1 
AA II I=.C 01 
GO T("I 12 
1 IFIYO .LE •• !idYT(I,I2)+YTII.T311 .OR. I3 .E!}. NP) GO TO 2 
Il=!!+l 
T:'::Tl+l 
:::3="'":'+1 
"'CT-:: 1 
co if' 1 
2 ! FlY 'l • r. E. .:,. I Y T( I • 111 + YT 1I ,I 21 J .0 R. I 1 • E Q. 1) GOT 0 "? 
Tl::Tl-1 
T2::11+1 
!3::T2+1 
~CT=l 
ro Tf' 2 
'!- IFO"C'" .EQ. 01 GO TO 4 
o tl 1: ( Y T I 1. III - YT I I • T 2 I I - I Y T f r. Il l - YT ( T • 1 31 ) 
ON 2:: I Y T ( I. I2 ) - Y T I I • 1 1) ) _ 1 Y T I I. 12 ) - VT ( T • T 3 I ) 
ON"::IYTII.I!)-YTII.Tll ).IYTII.I31-YTIl.I21J 
MCT=O 
4 rllt:'l=CYO-YTlI,T711.( VO-YTlI.DII/£'Nl 
FA C-' = ( YO -Y TI I. T1 I) • ( VO -Y T ( I, 13 ) lin N2 
r AC:> =( YO -Y TI I. I1) ,.( VO-YTI 1, I"' I) ION3 
A A II I-=- rAe 1 - A (T • I 1 I +F" AC 2 - A ( I. T? ) + r A ':3 • A II • I :! I 
17 RETURN 
rND 
"UPO('tlTTNE Yf'1 r TfI.W.W21 
RrAL 1,1I30.1!il.W7111('1 
C a HI-' O~J B! I 10 J , F ~r I If I. FN I I 10 I. fI ( 40 I. r M (4 01 ,FN C 4C ). ST r I OJ ,0::; (4 01 • 
• X I (101 • Y II lr .1 01 • ~ O. TT (10. 10 I, TT ( 3 O. 1 C I. X (40 I, AT fl C. le ). PI 11 (1. 1(' I. 
$A(::IC.l01 ,PI30.101.ycrliC) ,SCI4rl.VNlIfCI,YTI30,l!"I ,YI4e'I.h AI4CI,Q(4C 
$ ) • pp (If 01 • TOP r 40) • V I( lie' I, I'"A Cl • F AC2. FA C3 ,x I NC. xFl [G. FRR ,0 C2 .'" C2 ,f) El. X, 
~ DE l? • r EL 32 .R ny 4, RD X3 ,0 XG ,N SO, I TR AP f. NP • ~IST AP. T, "l S IN C. Nf NO ,pi CU RV r, 
$Il.r~.I3.~CT,MY~TPT.IVI\RR 
MCT=1 
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110. .rOI 
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'1 0 
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14.9 
"3.3 
I! 116. 
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£6.818 
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1 CO .,)9 
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C. 
FORTRAN 
Variable 
RSI 
)ISO 
1 
1. 
.OC!'" C" .orOOl 
O. 5. 
1 ~. SO. 
1.5 2.0 
.r? .01 e 
te. . ~~ 
3'? • 3;! • 
24.6 23.3 
13.~ 11.7 
:s.'? 
116. 
1.9 
40.~ 6'3 
2.2" 
8~ .G'5 
2.? 
- 95.8 
~. 
l5. 
t. "i 
• ['19 
1.4'3 
!1. 
72. 
lr.l 
2. 
79. 
1.5 
1"'. 
15. 
1.n 
.04 
30. 
20.7 
~.4 
115.795 
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Explanation of Input Variables 
Description of Data 
o • r. 
1 Pl. 18. l!'!. 
.115 .1.0 1.5 
.045 .02 .018 
1.5 
19. 2~ • 
19.! 17.9 
6.1 -;.0 
11 1. trA 
2.061 
1" .E 
No. of aectioD for which chanDel geometry data will be given. 
No. of aection for which solution results will be computered and printed. 
ITRAPE 
IOYES 
QO 
XBEG 
XINC 
ERR 
NSTART 
NSIMC 
NEW 
INFLOW 
YSTART 
NYSTRT 
IUNSTE 
LINTER 
Q(I) 
XI(I) 
51(1) 
BI(I) 
FMI(I) 
FNI(I) 
If 0 channel is not a trapezoidal channel and geometry at NSI sections 
must be given as~ dimensional arrays in which the second subscript 
gives the area, wetted perimeter and top width as a function of depth. 
If not a geometry of this problem will be taken the same as previous 
problem. 
Flow at upstream end. If QO - 0, then the array Q(I~ reJd in later, 
represents flows at sections. 
x distance to section 1. 
~x distance between output sections consisting of MSO in number. 
Error parameter to terminate Newton iteration. 
Section number at which gradually varied pr.ofile solution begins. 
1 if computation of gradually varied flow proceed downstream; -1 
if they proceed ups trea.l1. 
Ending section number for gradually varied flow computations. 
o if flowrates are to be given at NSO sections; 1 if at NSI sections. 
Depth of flow at NSTART section. 
If greater than a a check will be made to determine whether a contral 
exists in channel other than at section NSTART. 
If equal to zero only a steady state solution will be obtained. 
If greater than zero the geometry, etc., at the NSO sections will be 
obtained from the NSI sections by linear interpolation, otherwise 
quadratic interpolation will be employed. 
Lateral (accretion) inflows (or actual flows - see QO). 
x - distances for NSI sections • 
Slope of channel bottom So at NSI sections. 
Bottom widths of channel at NSI sections. 
Side slopes of channel at NSI sections. 
Gauckler-Manning n at ~Sl sections. (If channel is not trapezoidal then 
arrays YI(I,J), AI(I,J), PI(I,J), TI(I,J) are needed for geometry 
instead of above arrays) 
(Transient solution) 
NT 
MIl 
NTAPE 
DELT 
FDIVF 
YB(I) 
. QSTAG(I)l 
STAG(I) 5 
No. of time steps. 
Case no. for boundary conditions. 
If greater than 0 solution also written on tape disk or drum assigned 
logic unit 9. 
Time step size ~t. 
Ratio of error reduction. 
Depths or flowrates for each t~e step. 
Stage discharge relationship. 
I 
-.J 
....a 
I 

